2011 Alumni Award Winners

DISTINGUISHED ALLIED HEALTH ALUMNA
Francie Stoner, MT(ASCP), BA ’72, BS ’73
Director of Marketing
Cerner Corporation

HONORARY ALLIED HEALTH ALUMNA
Lou Loescher-Junge, PT, MA
Associate Dean
KU Schools of Allied Health & Nursing

EARLY CAREER ACHIEVEMENT IN ALLIED HEALTH ALUMNA
Jennifer Anson, CRNA, MS ’08
Staff CRNA
Creighton University Medical Center

DISTINGUISHED MEDICAL ALUMNA
Donna E. Sweet, MD ’79, AAHIVS, MACP
Professor of Medicine
KU School of Medicine–Wichita

HONORARY MEDICAL ALUMNUS
E. Grey Dimond, MD
University Distinguished Professor Emeritus
Provost for Health Sciences Emeritus
University of Missouri–Kansas City

EARLY CAREER ACHIEVEMENT IN MEDICINE ALUMNUS
Travis Tollefson, MD ’98, FACS
Assistant Professor, Department of Otolaryngology–Head and Neck Surgery
University of California, Davis Medical Center

DISTINGUISHED NURSING ALUMNUS
Thad Wilson PhD ’96, RN, RNP-BC, FAAN
Associate Dean for Clinical Programs
University of Missouri–Kansas City, School of Nursing

HONORARY NURSING ALUMNA
Judith Warren, PhD, RN, BC, FAAN, FACMI
Christine A. Hartley Professor, KU School of Nursing
Director Nursing Informatics, KU Center for Health Informatics

EARLY CAREER ACHIEVEMENT IN NURSING ALUMNA
Renee Walters, RN ’04, MSN ’08, RNP-BC, CCRN
Nurse Manager, Cardiovascular Progressive Care
The University of Kansas Hospital